sap and impactECS for manufacturers
cost management and profitability analysis solutions

a publication from

who wrote this book?
Founded in 1988, 3C Software has become the leading provider
of enterprise cost and profitability systems. With over 600
installations in North and South America, Europe, Asia, and
Australia, the ImpactECS platform gives business leaders the
tools needed to build dynamic models to support the unique and
complex analysis required to effectively manage their business.

should i read it?
Short answer... YES! We think everyone should read it. But we think you’ll find it
especially interesting if you are responsible for cost management and profitability
analysis within your company.

are you an sap partner?
Yes, again! 3C Software is a member of
the SAP PartnerEdge Program. We are
committed to providing our customers with
the most technologically sound solutions
available. Our certified cost and profitability
solution provides an end-to-end, fullyintegrated environment for your most important analysis needs.
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chapter one
it starts with costs

For manufacturing companies like
yours, the ability to calculate and
analyze the cost of the products
you build and sell is the key to
understanding your company’s
profitability. If your company

48% of manufacturers identiﬁed
“must reduce costs” as one of
their top two business drivers
that impact their ERP strategies.

has complicated manufacturing
processes, large product catalogs,
or multiple production facilities, the

ERP in Manufacturing 2012
Aberdeen Group

ability to calculate costs can be a
challenging proposition.

What we’ve discovered is that finance and
operational leaders in companies like yours are
typically working to improve one or more of
these three areas:

1

Ability to build budgets and set standard costs

2

Visibility into variances and their drivers

3

Ability to predict and analyze how changing conditions - both
internal and external – will affect the company’s profitability
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achieving these objectives are a challenge for

systems

2

reasons

If a company had only one system that housed every piece of data required
to run the business, accomplishing these objects would be much simpler.
But that’s not reality. Most companies have ERP systems, manufacturing
execution systems, shop floor data colletion and process control systems,
data warehouses, business
intelligence systems, legacy

spread
sheets

mes

and mainframe systems
and spreadsheets that all
legacy
systems

ERP

contain relevant business data.
And often times, multiple
instances of these systems

Data
Warehouse

bi

exist across the company.
Pulling together data from
these disparate systems and

harmonizing it is a tough challenge. The goal of identifying tools that help
bring this disparate information together is on the short list of every finance
executive we’ve met.

people
Even when the system and data challenges aren’t the problem, many organizations
lack the vision required to build an end-to-end cost and profitability process.
Why? Well first, it’s hard. But more than that, it’s because we tend to think
of information in silos. Creating a fully-integrated cost and profitability
system means that you have to take a step back and focus on the flow of data
throughout the organization and understand how to leverage technology to
facilitate that flow.
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chapter two
impactECS and SAP

So we know that you purchased SAP because you wanted a fully-integrated
system. Over time, however, you discovered that while it was great for some
things like processing large volumes of transactions and generating financial
reports, it wasn’t well suited for others.
What we’ve learned by working with some of the world’s leading manufacturing
companies is that the detailed analysis, forward-looking planning and scenario
analysis capabilities in SAP were limited or non-existent. Over time these
companies turned to spreadsheets or other tools to get to the information they
needed to run the business.
ImpactECS solves that problem because it’s the best of both worlds: a technology
platform with all the benefits of an enterprise-level system with the ability to
customize the logic and interface in a way that is meaningful to your business.

So, what do SAP customers do with ImpactECS?

We’ll tell you on the next page…
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ways ImpactECS works with SAP

Standard Costing
Calculating detailed standard costs provides a roadmap to understand the direct,
material and overhead costs associated with manufacturing products. SAP users
either build or replicate existing cost models in ImpactECS and connect finance
data from general ledgers and production data from shop floor systems or data
warehouses to calculate costs for each SKU variation.

Multiple Versions of Cost
Rarely do companies rely on just one set of costs. Often manufacturers set their
standard costs at the beginning of the fiscal period, but have the need to update
those results as time passes. With ImpactECS, SAP users can maintain multiple
versions of cost – i.e. frozen standard, current standard, what-if standard – which
are all calculated using the same rules and logic.

Process Costing & Rate Building
In manufacturing, costs are accrued as a product moves through the production
process. Most companies collect pools of dollars for each cost center and
allocate these costs based on a calculated rate. Traditionally, SAP users have
relied on spreadsheets to calculate these rates - but with ImpactECS, the rate
building process is fully integrated within the cost system. This approach allows
you to build rates dynamically based on the complete set of transactional and
operational data. It also gives you the ability to manually adjust rates to analyze
different performance scenarios.

Actual Costing
Beyond standard costs, manufacturers have a need to know the actual cost of
items they produced. With ImpactECS the logic, assumptions and calculations
used in the standard cost models is replicated and actual production, raw
material usage, and spend data is uploaded to the model to determine the true
cost of each unique product.
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Variance Analysis
Once you have a benchmark and an actual cost, variance analysis is the next step.
With ImpactECS, SAP users can calculate both volume and dollar variances for a
specific product and time period. And since there’s no limit to how many versions
of cost can exist simultaneously, there’s no limit to the number and types of
variances that can be calculated.

Profitability
Regardless of the methodology used to calculate profits – allocations, activitybased, or absorption models – the most important aspect is creating a
standardized process that can provide visibility from every dimension. With
ImpactECS, SAP users can generate product- or customer-level P&Ls that expose
important performance trends.

Inventory Valuation
Determining the value of both finished goods and work-in-process at the end of
the period is a critical step in the closing process. ImpactECS can calculate nearreal-time values for as many categories and subcategories of inventory required
for your business with specific cost values of each WIP point. It even offers the
ability to account for inventory positioned with subcontractors or on consignment
with other vendors.

Budgeting and forecasting
Estimating future costs and determining how the business will perform in future
periods are critical tasks for manufacturers. SAP users can roll up the detailed
product cost calculated in the ImpactECS models to automatically build budgets
and write results to back to the general ledger.

What-if analysis
It’s what every business leader wants – the ability to see into the future. The
ImpactECS sandbox makes it simple to replicate any model and adjust any input
– raw material prices, currencies, machine efficiencies, volume and mix, capital
expenditures, etc. – to see the effects on both costs and profits for an individual
SKU, product family, business unit customer or the entire enterprise.
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our SAP customers
Many SAP customers have found significant value in adding ImpactECS to their portfolio of
finance and accounting systems. Here are a few of the companies where ImpactECS has helped
to expand the reach of cost and profitability information to the business leaders who need it.
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chapter three

what kinds of manufacturers use impactECS?

Because ImpactECS is a platform, it’s capable of delivering value for a wide range
of manufacturing companies. A few of the industries that we’ve had noteworthy
success include the following:

Paper
With the ability to understand costs at the most basic level – a specific run of a paper
grade – on a specific paper machine - mill managers and machine operators
can have a deeper understanding of their performance and how to improve.
ImpactECS gives paper companies the platform to create an end-to-end cost and
profitability system that can account for pulp costs, paper machine efficiencies,
broke costs, energy costs, and conversion costs.

Textile and Apparel
Textile and apparel manufacturers tend to have product lines that include lots
of variants, and calculating these costs can quickly balloon into an unwieldy task.
ImpactECS lets both woven and non-woven textile companies calculate SKU-based
detailed product cost models that can account for every variation.

Semiconductor
From fully-integrated manufacturers to manufacturing-free organizations, these
companies need visibility into the detailed product costs for their offerings.
Three of the biggest costing and profitability challenges for these companies is
calculating costs at each WIP point, handling lot splits and joins and managing
vendors or subcontractors. The flexible design of the ImpactECS platform gives
semiconductor finance and operations teams the ability to handle all three and
more in one system.
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Food and Beverage
Unlike most industries, food companies – especially protein processors – deal with
the challenging prospect of calculating costs for disassembly processes as well as
further processing. Handling both in one system could seem counterintuitive, but
ImpactECS’ architecture allows companies to define the logic used to perform
calculations in a method that matches their unique production profile. In addition,
ImpactECS can assist food and beverage companies with interpreting the effects
of raw material substitutions, commodity and market price changes, and valuing
inventories within the same model.

Chemicals and Plastics
Complex BOM and recipe management, changing batch sizes and input streams, and
capital-intensive tool and die investments are all significant challenges for companies
in these industries. Moreover, these companies tend to have a large number of
SKUs that have a specific cost. With ImpactECS, it’s possible to have an integrated
model that handles the standard setting process, detailed actual costing, and forward
looking analysis simultaneously.
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chapter four
a peak inside impactECS

cost objects
At the heart of every model in ImpactECS is the cost object. Cost objects are items that exist
within the model that have a specific cost and are finished goods, WIP items, sub-assemblies, coproducts, by-products, or anything that has a unique cost associated with it.
Our first example comes from the paper industry. Figure 1 shows the Total Cost Run for a specific
paper grade for a particular customer or manufacturing order. ImpactECS integrates with a
wide range of systems including ERPs, manufacturing execution systems, data warehouses and
business intelligence tools to automatically load relevant data into the model.

Local Factors contain relevant data
and statistics for a particular paper
machine run.

ImpactECS models can contain an
unlimited number of data elements
and buckets, making it possible to
design a mill costing model that exactly
reﬂects the production environment.

On the Total Run Cost tab, calculated values for the
run provides relevant analytics to get a snapshot
of the overall performance.

The top portion of the Cost Object view shows the Local Factors – variable data or statistics that
are assigned to this product. Local Factor data is dynamically added to the cost object or can be
manually inserted. Calculated data is shown in the lower portion of the screen. This example
provides the viewer with a quick view of the usage and dollar variances associated with this product.
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As you probably notices, each of the items listed on the summary view has its own tab in the
cost object. One of the benefits of ImpactECS is the ability to access detailed cost results with
just a few clicks. In this example, you can review the cost performance of each component of
the grade run – machine performance, coatings, paper additives, pulps, energy and overhead –
as indicated by the tabs at the bottom of the screen.

The Coatings tab shows each of the pigments and coatings used in this grade. The user-deﬁned cost buckets
are a mix of standard and actual production values and their accompanying variances for comparison.

From the Machine Performance tab, mill management and paper
machine operators can evaluate the performance of the machine
for the speciﬁc grade and run.

Each tab has a combination of standard and actual cost results and the accompanying variance.
So with just a few clicks a complete view of how the run performed is available to easily identify
any problem areas.
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bill of materials
Bill of material management is another area where ImpactECS can expand SAP’s capabilities.
ImpactECS models can include detailed views of the BOMs which handle an unlimited number
of cost buckets. The model can also account for parent-child relationships while maintaining the
cost bucket detail. The indented BOM offers a complete narrative of the costs associated with a
particular finished SKU in one view.

An unlimited number of cost buckets
gives a comprehensive view of cost
associated with every material used.

The expand/collapse functionality of the indented BOM
makes it easy to view the cost buckets of the child item
from the cost object view.
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variance analysis
Variance analysis is where the rubber meets the road when it comes to evaluating performance.
One thing is certain, variances aren’t meaningful when there’s no confidence in the results. With
ImpactECS models generating results for both the benchmark and comparative values using the
same logic and assumptions, you can be confident that the results describe the true variances.
ImpactECS has lots of options when it comes to analyzing variances. As you saw in the earlier
example, a quick variance calculation was incorporated into the cost object. Variances can be
calculated on any variable in the model for a given period of time.
A few variance reports are included here to give you an idea of the types of analysis that is possible
with ImpactECS. The first screenshot is a report showing labor variances for a specific plan. The
other, shown in Microsoft © Excel, calculates the variances between two production runs for the
same product.

ImpactECS can produce variance
reports using standard reporting
tools or Microsoft© Excel.
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reporting
What came first? The need for results to put on the report, or the need to create a report to
house all the results. It seems like many finance organizations are driven by the need to deliver
reports to a wide variety of audiences. And it’s critical that these reports contain accurate and
relevant information.
The approach to reporting with ImpactECS has been to offer multiple ways for users to get
access to the model data. The platform has a built-in reporting tool based on industry-standard
reporting technologies and also connects with any third-party reporting tool, database or
data warehouse. In addition, the Excel Add-In allows users to export information directly to
Microsoft© Excel.

ImpactECS

External

Application
Tables

Data
Warehouse
Data Mart

User-Deﬁned
Tables

User-Deﬁned
Databases

Third Party Reporting Tools
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custom user interfaces
Not all ImpactECS users are equal, so the way they use the system shouldn’t be either. One of the
most utilized configuration features of ImpactECS is the ability to create user-defined interfaces
that are tailored to a specific user or task. Here are a few examples of custom user interfaces
showing a step-by-step workflow to run the model properly and a report generation screen with
access to all the reports available for the model.
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scenario and ‘what-if’ analysis
Now that you’ve seen a lot of what ImpactECS can do, here’s the really amazing part. You can
do every single bit of it in a sandbox environment where you can change any input and see the
effects of that change throughout the entire model. Imagine the things you could do:
• Calculate costs of new products being developed
• Predict the effects of changing raw material inputs
• See the results of shifting the company’s sales plan
• Determine the impact of shifting production of a product to a different location
• Understand the effects of fluctuating currency exchange rates
• We could go on forever, but you get the idea!
Since these predictions are made using the same logic defined in your production system, you
can be confident that the results are solely dependent on the changed input and not because of
flawed assumptions or mis-keyed spreadsheet formulas.
In this example, a custom form was created

Commodity Assumption

so the client could assess the impact of
changing commodity prices either as a
percent or actual dollar amount. Behind
the scenes, ImpactECS identifies every raw
material that is impacted by crude market
price fluctuations and calculates a new
or adjusted price for that raw material.
ImpactECS then identifies every product that
has any of the affected raw materials listed in
the BOM and recalculates the material costs
for each affected product.
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contact us
Now that you’ve finished reading our short review of how we’ve helped SAP users expand their
ability to analyze their company’s performance by creating end-to-end cost and profitability
models with ImpactECS, we’re sure you want to learn more.

visit us online
www.3csoftware.com

send us an email
sales@3csoftware.com

pick up the phone
800-226-2036 US | 1+770-956-7744 International

get social with us
linkedin.com/company/3C-Software
twitter.com/3CSoftware
facebook.com/3CSoftware
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